
it’s been a very challenging time for everyone this last couple of
months. Here at Briardene all the staff and residents have
worked extremely hard to stay safe, keep busy and keep
positive.The whole of the organisation has embraced all the
technology available to us. We have all had meetings, chats,
appointments, games, lessons and family time via zoom,
facetime calls etc. All of the residents have really enjoyed seeing
their families and friends as well as having 1-1 sessions with
their tutors from the day centre, which have been invaluable. A
big thank you to everyone for your support, kind words and
patience through the most challenging of times, this is what is
getting us all through to the better times ahead!

Our Home Manager says...

How we are keeping healthy!

 Paulsimon Robinson

seedlings in our edible kitchen planters  and making
full use of the good weather by playing bowls, and
moving in the garden. We are looking forward to
Leanne organising some exercise sessions in our
lounge now she has competed her safe seated
exercise coaching course with Active Care.

Keeping physically healthy during the last few months has been more of
a priority than ever at Briardene, we have been planting our vegetable 



Every Thursday we showed our
thanks to the NHS and all the
keyworkers by clapping and using
musical instuments to join in the
nationwide clap for carers.  
Residents really enjoyed taking
part and we're now on the lookout
for a new Thursday evening 
 routine.

Some of our residents have been keeping in touch via zoom sessions every week. Karen
and Kim have been assisted by day centre tutor Gillian to write letters to their friends
and family members and Richard has been keeping up with his computer work with day
centre tutor Mike. We have also helped our residents and families keep in touch via
video calls through this difficult time. 

HOW WE ARE KEEPING IN TOUCH!

HOW WE ARE KEEPING ENTERTAINED!

Showing our Thanks to Keyworkers!

Birthday celebrations for Cecilia!
Cecilia celebrated her birthday on
April the 22nd. 
Cecilia requested a fish and chip
takeaway from Drakes. 
Staff  made Cecilia a big lemon
cake and chocolate cupcakes
which everyone really enjoyed!
Cecilia said she had a lovely
birthday.



All residents received an Easter Egg from the Easter
bunny as well and an Easter arts and crafts bag
which contained little eggs they could decorate. 
We had a lovely day including a nice Sunday lunch.

 

We have been keeping busy with lots of activities in the home including jigsaw puzzles,
scrap books and baking. We have made cheese scones, apple and cinnamon sponge
and cupcakes. Arts and crafts have also been a very popular activity choice and also
completing individual scrap books supplied to us by HS4LC. 

When we aren't indoors you can find us in our garden soaking up this glorious weather.
We have been enjoying many ice-creams, pic-nics and games outside. We make sure to
not sit close to each other and have been practising social distancing whilst having lots
of fun and enjoying the lovely weather we have been getting.

Jigsaw Puzzles and Baking!

Lots of fun at Easter!

Garden Games and Picnics!



BEST BITS OF LOCKDOWN!

WORST BITS OF LOCKDOWN!

Alison Lizzy
Having more time

to play games
and relax.

Emma

People been well
looked after.

Konrad

Vicki

Coffee and tea
drinking.

Miles

Can't go
anywhere
outside.

Alison

Lizzy

Kim

Emma

No shops open
and cafe is closed.

Not going to the
cafe.

Not been able to
go home.

Miles

Konrad

Miss going out to
get shandy and

going to the cafe.

Problems not
going out.

Richard

Karen

Listening to my
Alexa.

Watching
Baywatch in my

room.

Been in my office
upstairs in my

room.

Sitting out in the
garden,

Talking on the
phone.



WHAT WE ARE LOOKING FORWARD TO!

Alison
Going to my classes

and seeing my family
again.

Things going back
to normal.

Emma

KIm
Going to skills and
going on holiday.

Lizzy
Looking forward to

seeing my mum.

Miles
Going to the cafe.

Richard

Cecilia
Pat

Konrad
Going to the shops
and going out and

about.

Seeing my mum
and going back to

the day centre.

Going on holiday
with my keyworker.Going into town to

go shopping again.



WHAT WE HAVE LEARNT!

OUR QUALITY & COMPLIANCE MANAGER SAYS...

Julia Moor

Alison
It is important to
keep you washing

our hands.

Konrad

To keep my mind
and body active.

Kim, Karen &
Richard

Richard

Emma

To keep up with
activity and walking.

To keep safe by
sticking to the rules by

Boris Johnson.

To wash our hands
to keep safe!

I think we all agree that the last few months have been like nothing
any of us have ever experienced before, halting  our clients services,
visits and social lives has gone against everything we have worked so
hard to achieve for our homes and has felt heart-breaking at times
especially asking devoted and loving families and friends   to stay
away. Amidst this, I look at the role of our amazing care teams and
how they signed up to support our residents to access the world and
all it has to offer and are now being asked to provide meaningful
and positive days in the best way they can. Through it all we are learning great lessons
every day, our residents trust us entirely and even though many are baffled at not being
able to see families or have the lives they had a couple of  months ago they turn to our
staff everyday to guide them from dawn to dusk with positivity and calm smiles. We are
learning that we actually don’t need as much as we think we need to be happy, we are
learning new skills with technology and different ways to connect. HS4LC day service
staff have offered   to support with anything from collecting shopping, delivering vital
equipment , “zooming into our homes” and being lined up for relief care roles. Staff in
isolation have been sewing masks and assembling activity packs and craft kits
desperate to be supportive to our residential clients. The power of human connection,
trust and teamwork is getting us through this unprecedented time and hopefully will
leave all of us a pride in our organisation and each other. Thank you doesn’t begin to
express the gratitude to our Care teams and Managers as they help steer our homes
safely through this storm – they are truly awesome .


